Mares inspected in 2006 scoring 7.0 to 7.49:

**Aluna** BC-(CAN)APPR3024-00 MM 7.33
O: QC-[CAN]Athina Donnerschlag
Abanos x Donina, Donnerschlag
O: Anne-Marie Belanger  B: Friedhelm Frentzen

**Calmunia de Hermitage** AB-(CAN)APPR2792-02 MM 7.33
Calvados x M N Ruberth 9, Wolfgang
O/B: Charlotte Edgar

**Dartmouth Dido** AB-(CAN)3307-03 P2 7.33
Cheops Z x Never Do, Kenley Legacy
O/B: Gary Bredin

**Fascination** BC-(CAN)2249-01 MM 7.33
Flaminko x Sabina, Salvo
O: Mirrabook Farms  B: Kingston Partners

**Frontenac** AB-(CAN)5042-91 A 7.33
Frontenac x Larck Wynn, Schthylin
O: Teresa Binetruy & Norman Kohle  B: Pat Oxtoby

**Jump For Joy** AB-(CAN)1167-02 MM 7.33
Lover's Cross x Falou, Lemgo
O: Dean Ness  B: Mrs Jane Jones

**Keltic Myth** BC-(CAN)5332-03 P1 7.33
Oxford x Kathmar Oso, Furioso
O/B: Brett & Karen Smith

**Phancy** BC-(CAN)APPR2987-97 MM 7.17
Consul x Santana, Song Of Joy
O: Robert Tapella  B: Glenbrook Equestrian Farms

**Realeza Escondida** ON-(CAN)4523-03 P2 7.00
Rajah x Immigrant Song, Marco Ricci
O/B: Jason Baillargeon

**Simply Devine** BC-(CAN)APPR97 A 7.00
Musing x Finale, Final Pool
O: Judy Bond  B: Caroline Weeks

**TFella Tot** AB-(CAN)2724-98 A 7.00
Holme Park Vincent x CF Tinker Tot, Turn About
O/B: Bruce & Marilyn McGhan

**Dazzle** AB-(CAN)2074-01 M 7.00
Donner Bube x Delisle, Dobosz
O: Bernie & Doreen Kulscar

**Promise of Peace** BC-(CAN)APPR2988-97 MM 7.00
Idocus x Jontue, Nebelhorn
O/B: Su Bright (pictured at right)

**Ramirique Royale** ON-(CAN)APPR2973-93 MM 7.25
Ramiro’s Son x Jenatte Royale
O: Uplands Farm  B: Bert Luyster

**Deep Pockets** ON-(CAN)APPR3033-99 A 7.17
Class Action x Celeste II, Challenger
O: Renée Monette  B: KingRidge Stables

---

**Topaz** BC-(CAN)3045-02 P1 8.00
Tramino x Georgia II, Pacific Sunset
O: Mirrabook Farms  B: Kingston Partners

**Cashmere** AB-(CAN)APPR3013-96 MM 7.83
Calypso II x Adriane, Akut
O: Katie Watt  B: Dirk Ehlers

**Eclipse** BC-(CAN)3450-02 MM 7.83
Formaat x Ovation, Consul
O/B: Johannes Bruins-Slot

**MJ Last Dance** AB-(CAN)2362-01 P1 7.83
Fantast x MJ Joyride, Abi Sha Polka
O/B: MJ Farms

---

**Southern Quillo** BC-(CAN)1462-99 M 7.83
Kingston x Pacific Surprize, Pacific Sunset
O: Jonelle Gatto  B: Mirrabook Farms

**Take the Cache** AB-(CAN)APPR3058-01 P2 7.83
Cache In x I’ll Take Tookit, Hatchure
O: Harry McKenzie  B: Julie Johnston

**Ally Oop** AB-(CAN)3291-03 MM 7.67
Beach Boy x Bardot, Bajazzo
O/B: Sandra Donnelly

**Amaretto** ON-(CAN)APPR2970-96 MM 7.67
Argentinus x Esperica, Contango
O: Harry Moroney  B: Dr F Lemmermoehle

**Doctorate** AB-(CAN)3309-03 P2 7.67
Cheops Z x Gemini III, Kenley Legacy
O/B: Gary Bredin

**Panama** ON-(CAN)APPR3027-93 MM 7.50
Pablo x Katharia, Figaro
O: Westover Farm  B: Hartmut Bunjes

**Whymysical** MV-(CAN)3177-03 MM 7.50
Oxford x Sonja QV, Novalis (see photo last issue)
O: John & Lesley Martin  B: Quo Vadis Stable

**Southern Tradition** BC-(CAN)3046-02 P2 7.50
Tramino x Ghazi, Gelan
O: Sara Porter  B: Mirrabook Farms

---

**Pas De Deux Nenex** BC-(CAN)APPR3132-91 MM 7.17
Blue Hors Agent x Dinah II Nenex, Didrik
O: Janice Tyndall  B: Hans & Johan Anderson

---

**Southern Quillo** BC-(CAN)1462-99 M 7.83
Kingston x Pacific Surprize, Pacific Sunset
O: Jonelle Gatto  B: Mirrabook Farms

**Take the Cache** AB-(CAN)APPR3058-01 P2 7.83
Cache In x I’ll Take Tookit, Hatchure
O: Harry McKenzie  B: Julie Johnston

---

**Promise of Peace** BC-(CAN)APPR3103-89 A 7.00
Rosire x Petite Folle II, Christobal
O: Maud Philippert  B: Odile Briard

---

**Phancy** BC-(CAN)APPR2987-97 MM 7.17
Consul x Santana, Song Of Joy
O: Robert Tapella  B: Glenbrook Equestrian Farms

---

**Legend** ON-(CAN)4523-03 P2 7.00
Rajah x Immigrant Song, Marco Ricci
O/B: Jason Baillargeon

---

**TFella Tot** AB-(CAN)2724-98 A 7.00
Holme Park Vincent x CF Tinker Tot, Turn About
O/B: Bruce & Marilyn McGhan

---

**Dazzle** AB-(CAN)2074-01 M 7.00
Donner Bube x Delisle, Dobosz
O: Bernie & Doreen Kulscar

---

**Promise of Peace** BC-(CAN)APPR2988-97 MM 7.00
Idocus x Jontue, Nebelhorn
O/B: Su Bright (pictured at right)

---

**Ramirique Royale** ON-(CAN)APPR2973-93 MM 7.25
Ramiro’s Son x Jenatte Royale
O: Uplands Farm  B: Bert Luyster

---

**Deep Pockets** ON-(CAN)APPR3033-99 A 7.17
Class Action x Celeste II, Challenger
O: Renée Monette  B: KingRidge Stables
CWHBA Mare Premiums

The Mare Premium system was introduced to encourage breeders to present mares for inspection at three or four years of age. This is considered the age when they should get their best scores.

Additionally, the incentive is there for proving mares in performance through Riding Horse Tests, material classes and in open performance. Premiums earned in CWHBA Riding Horse Tests and Material classes are being recorded by CWHBA. More provinces are hosting Riding Horse Tests as well as material classes including Jumper Material classes.

**Premiums are offered in 3 categories:**

- Inspection Premium - score 7.5 and above = 2 points
- Performance Premium - detailed on web site
- Production Premium - offspring accumulate 5 points
  offspring accumulate 3 points

A Production Premium is based on the total of points accumulated by the offspring of an Entered Mare from inspection or performance (max. 3 perf. points/offspring).

*Look for the list of Production Premium awards next issue.*

Where points for Performance premiums are achieved
from Open competition, owner’s must provide necessary documentation to the office. Please keep your Equine Canada Passport current to document those results.

**Elle Mare:** A total of 10 points is required. Points can accumulate from Inspection and Performance Premiums of the mare and/or her offspring but may consist entirely of Production Premium points earned by offspring of the Elite Mare applicant.

**Le Statut de Jument d’Élité:**

Lors de l’assemblée générale annuelle de 1997, tenue à Missisauga en Ontario, les règles décrétant l’attribution du statut de jument premium et de jument d’élite ont été adoptées et entraînaient en effet immédiatement.

Les propriétaires de juments qui se sont qualifiées avant 1997 doivent faire application au comité du stud-book avant que ces dernières soient reconnues. Lorsqu’à l’avenir le statut de premium sera attein, il en demeurera la responsabilité du propriétaire de faire parvenir toute documentation pertinente au comité.

---

**Canadian Warmblood Announces First ELITE MARE Awards**

The Mare Premium system was unveiled in 1997 at the National AGM in Missisauga, Ontario. It has taken 10 years since the Elite Mare award was initially announced to make the first presentations. At the National AGM held in Brandon, MB, March 31, 2007 the association was proud to honour five deserving mares and their owners.

Topping this list of outstanding mares is one who is no stranger to recognition, having produced six Canadian Warmblood foals including the 2000 SPT Champion and the 2005 SPT Reserve Champion.

**Above:** Davos and Joe Selinger in an undated file photo.

**Right:** Joe & Edda Selinger of J.E.S. Breeding Farm with Carthago Sun I, 2001

**Davos** AB-APPR234-89 MM, a 1989 Holsteiner mare by Schampus out of Talenta by Landgraf I, was bred by Gerd Magens and imported by J.E.S. Breeding Farm of Alberta for their breeding program.

Davos (1989 - 2002) earned 15 points from her progeny, including:-

- Cappuccino AB-625-93 S - licensed son
- Carthago Sun I AB-698-96 S - 8.00 on licensing; SPT; approved son
- Calida AB-[CAN]1713-00 MM - 7.50 on inspection; 8.16 on Riding Horse Test
- Carthago Sun III AB-[CAN]2105-01 S - 7.90 on licensing; SPT; approved son

J.E.S. Breeding Farm also claims the first Canadian Warmblood mare to be awarded this honour. Their farm-bred Colibri AB-308-89 MM by Caletto I out of Ladybird by Latus II is the dam of 11 CWHBA foals. Her progeny include ‘Cita 2000’ featured last issue having been exported to Germany. They earned her a total of 10 points on mare inspections, Material classes and Riding Horse tests.

Another long time Canadian Warmblood breeder and founding member of the association, MJ Farms were recognized with two Elite Mares; one a farm bred and the second a mare owned in the partnership of Nan Morrison, MJ Farms & Elise Lavigne. MJ Farms is the partnership of sisters, Mara and Jennette Coote of Olds, Alberta.

Pictured at left, Jennette Coote accepting the Elite Mare plaques from Chairman Chris Gould right, & Vice-Chair Colleen Embree-Jay at left.

The MJ Farm bred Anglo-Arab mare, MJ Sweet Georgia AB-APPR288-79 P2 by Abi Sha Polka out of Ordian xx by Sorb xx is listed as the dam of 7 Canadian Warmblood foals & one entered Trakehner daughter. MJ Sweet Georgia garnered her 10 points from five of those progeny, earning points on mare inspection, in Material classes, in Riding Horse Tests as well as her own inspection premium.

Weragonia AB-APPR4-79 MM, an imported Hanoverian mare by Wedekind out of SPS Aragonia by Argentan is listed as the dam of 6 CWHBA foals, including the sadly deceased approved stallion MJ Fusion and premium daughter Falou, herself awarded a 5 point Production Premium; ‘TC’ a Hanoverian entered daughter and an FEI dressage competitive Westfalen son.

Entered Trakehner mare Hela APPR853-80 M by Matador out of Halbinsel by Tornado, owned by Jettin Rose Farm of Manitoba, has 3 registered CWHBA progeny & also used points earned by her Trakehner registered progeny as well as her own inspection premium.

Hela, at left, is the dam of 3 approved Trakehner sons, premium entered daughter Heidi QV, who herself was awarded a 3 point Production Premium, and a material class winner.